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Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from the 
other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 
1. A. sugar  B. spring  C. school  D. summer 
2. A. cook  B. calendar  C. celebrate  D. clean 
3. A. school  B. chemistry  C. Christmas  D. peach 
4. A. thirty  B. healthy  C. there  D. birthday 
5. A. weather  B. think  C. this   D. feather  
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 
questions. 
6. Tet is coming. It’s our New Year __________ 

A. decoration  B. shopping  C. celebration D. cleaning 
7. _______________ the programme is late, we will wait to watch it. 

A. Therefore  B. Although   C. When   D. So 
8. It’s raining heavily outside, so we ___________ go out. 

A. will  B. should  C. shouldn’t  D. can 
9. ___________ can bring good luck for the rest of the year. 

A. The first footer B. giving rice  C. eating shrimps D. the ringing bells 
10. Next year, my family ___________ banh chung. 

A. will cook  B. will cooking C. won’t cooks D. is going cook 
11. In the North of Vietnam, people usually buy __________ blossoms on the New year. 

A. apricot  B. peach  C. daisy  D. rose  
12. We _____________ a calendar on the wall tomorrow. 

A. hang  B. hangs  C. will hang  D. hanged 
13. On New Year Eve, we watch fireworks and _____________ a wish. 

A. do   B. make  C. have  D. get 
14. We check the schedule ____________ we want to see the time of the game show. 

A. so   B. because  C. but   D. although 
15. The ____________ will announce tomorrow’s weather on TV at 7:30 tonight. 

A. weatherman B. newsreader C. comedian  D. MC 
16. A ____________ is a short funny film with drawn characters.  

A. documentary B. honor  C. cartoon  D. news 
17. My family and I often spend time ____________ television in the evening. 

A. seeing  B. watching  C. looking  D. viewing 
18. The comedy was so interesting that all the____________ clapped their hands. 

A. audiences  B. viewers  C. people  D. students 
19. She uses the ____________ control to change the channel. 

A. local  B. musical  C. remote  D. main 
20. What’s going to be ____________ TV tonight? 

A. in   B. of   C. at   D. on 



 

 
 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in each of 
the following questions. 
21. Children now spend much time on the Internet than on TV. 

           A B     C                    D 
22. The 7 o’clock news tell people what is happening in the world. 
           A      B            C D 
23. How many hour a day do you watch television? 
  A       B     C                D 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined 
word in each of the following questions. 
24. Game shows are the most exciting programmes. They can be both entertaining and 
educational. 

A. boring  B. good  C. amusing  D. popular 
25. Tet is a time for family gatherings 

A. travels  B. celebrations C. traditions  D. reunions 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined 
word in each of the following questions. 
26. At Tet, children get lucky money in red envelopes. 

A. give  B. receive  C. take  D. make 
27. VTV3 is a national channel of Vietnam. 

A. educational B. entertaining C. local  D. live 
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the most suitable response to each of the following 
exchanges. 
28. A: “I wish you a happy new year!”  

B: “________________” 
A. Congratulations.    B. Yes, I’d love to.  
C. My pleasure!    D. Thanks, I wish you a healthy new year! 

29. A: “Let’s watch Mr. Bean on Disney Channel! I like it.” 
B: “_________________” 

 A. That's a good idea!         B. It's nice of you to say so.           
 C. Congratulatons!            D. Good luck! 
30. A: “How often do you watch TV?” 
 B: “___________________” 
 A. About 2 hours.    B. I like cartoon. 
 C. I like watching TV. It’s great!  D. Every day. 
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word or 
phrase that best fits each of the following numbered blanks. 
Television is one of _________ (31) inventions of human beings. Today we can find television 
almost everywhere ___________ (32) the world. The first television was invented in 1927 by a 
21 year old inventor – Philo Taylor Farnsworth. Watching television __________ (33) both 
recreational and informative. There are some news programs for adults _________ (34) 
information. There are also tutorial channels based on specific subjects for students. 



 

 
 

___________ (35), it’s harmful to spend too much time watching television. Some shows are 
too violent for children to watch because they may imitate. 
31. A. greater  B. the greatest C. great  D. greater than 
32. A. of  B. on   C. in   D. at 
33. A. are  B. be   C. is   D. am 
34. A. to get  B. getting  C. get   D. to be getting 
35. A. Because B. Therefore  C. But   D. However 
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D to answer these following 
questions. 
Vietnamese people have a lot of traditions at Tet. They believe that the first-footer of a family 
determines their luck for the new year. Usually, people will invite a good-tempered, moral and 
successful person to visit their houses. During Tet, people visit relatives and friends to 
exchange best wishes. Children will dress in new clothes. They will receive lucky money for 
good blessings. Family gathering is really important because it’s time family members to get 
together after a long year. At Tet every house is usually decorated with flowers and colored 
lights.  
36. Who determines fortune for a new year? 

A. a tradition  B. a first-footer C. a morality  D. a success    
37. What is the personality of a first footer? 

A. good-tempered B. moral  C. successful  D. all are correct 
38. Will children wear new clothes? 

A. No, they won’t. B. Yes, he is.  C. Yes, they will. D. No, he isn’t. 
39. Why is family gathering important? 

A. Because it’s long. 
B. Because people can get together. 
C. Because family members can celebrate birthday. 
D. Because a long year is important. 

40. What are usually used to decorate every house at Tet? 
A. pictures  B. furniture  C. flowers  D. balloons 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that is best written from the words/ 
phrases given. 
41. Television/ a tool/ gain/ education/ information. 
A. Television is a tool to gain education and information. 
B. Television is a tool gaining education and information. 
C. Television are a tool to gain education and information. 
D. Television are a tool gaining education and information. 
42. Why/ lot of/ people/ watch television/ every day? 
A. Why does a lot of people watch television every day? 
B. Why does a lot of people watching television every day? 
C. Why do a lot of people watch television every day?  
D. Why do a lot of people watching television every day? 
43. We/ watch/ documentaries/ know more/ historical events.  
A. We watches documentaries to know more about historical events. 



 

 
 

B. We watch documentaries to know more of historical events.  
C. We watches documentaries to know more of historical events.  
D. We watch documentaries to know more about historical events.  
44. You/ can/ watch/ The Pig Race/ this/ channel. 
A. You can watch The Pig Race in this channel. 
B. You can watching The Pig Race in this channel. 
C. You can watch The Pig Race on this channel. 
D. You can watching The Pig Race on this channel. 
45. I/ love/ films/ I/ don't like/ watch/ them/ television. 
A. I love films but I don't like watch them in television. 
B. I love films but I don't like watching them on television. 
C. I love films because I don't like watch them in television. 
D. I love films because I don't like watching them on television. 
Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to each of the 
following questions. 
46. They go to the pagoda in order to pray for the new year.  
A. They go to the pagoda to pray for the new year.  
B. They go to the pagoda for pray for the new year.  
C. They go to the pagoda at pray for the new year.  
D. They go to the pagoda and pray for the new year.  
47. I will receive a letter from my sister in Chicago. 
A. My sister in Chicago will send a letter to me.  
B. I will send a letter to my sister in Chicago. 
C. A letter will receive me in Chicago 
D. Chicago will send my sister a letter to me. 
48. We don’t have enough money to buy this special food.   
A. The special food is too cheap for me to buy. 
B. The special food is too expensive for me to buy. 
C. The special food is so cheap for me to buy. 
D. The special food is so expensive for me to buy. 
49. It’s exciting to watch the lion dance.  
A. It’s boring to watch the lion dance. 
B. To watch the lion dance is boring. 
C. Exciting is to watch the lion dance. 
D. Watching the lion dance is exciting. 
50. During Tet, the streets are crowded because people go shopping.  
A. During Tet, the streets are crowded but people go shopping. 
B. During Tet, the streets are not crowded because people go shopping. 
C. During Tet, people go shopping, so the streets are crowded. 
D. During Tet, people go shopping and the streets are not crowded.  
 
     -------------------- The end -------------------- 


